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Betrayal at House on the Hill (BHH) has become my cult favourite board game going back to its first edition in 2004. This is the first horror-themed board game I've ever played and the mechanics of exploration and co-operation are what I'm gravity for. In 2010 the BHH Second Edition was released and basically it was the original version but now with errata fixes included. Last year, BHH Widow's Walk
Expansion was released which added more tiles, ghosts and oldie game content but the goodie needed to get back to my gaming table. This brings us to The Betrayal at Baldur's Gate (BBG) of Avalon Hill and wotc. This exploration, cooperative game combines three elements: the D&amp;D universe, the D&amp;D city popular at Baldur Gate, and basically bhh game mechanics. Will Betrayal at Baldur
Gate be a new cult favorite or does it need to be sacrificed? Read on! Betrayal at Baldur's Gate is a cooperative exploratory game for 3-6 players who play in about 60 minutes and are best with 4-6 players. Gameplay Overview: If you're familiar with BHH and Baldur's Gate video games then the BBG theme will be nothing new. Bhaal's shadow falls over Baldur's gate and the adventurer set out to defeat
evil, but one may be a traitor. Player Aid not only provides the basics for gameplay but also determines the first player. I think most gamers have played BHH at least once and should be familiar with the rules so I will do an overview and focus on the changes. Here's a PDF of the rules if you want to see for yourself. Players choose from 12 pre-generated adventurers to play with and it all starts on the
Elfsong Tavern tiles. Players then take turns drawing tiles from two City levels as they explore. If a tile has an Event, Item, or Omens symbol, they stop their movements and draw and complete matching cards. Play continues until, at a random point, Haunt is triggered. One player will be a traitor who tries to defeat another adventurer to win. Other adventurers will try to thwart traitors and survive to win. Now
that it's out of the way, I want to highlight the big changes to this edition of the game. First Player: Each player is given the help of a random numbered player and whoever has the lowest number is the first player. Haunt Roll: You will now roll the dice equal to the number of Omen cards revealed and if you roll 6+, Haunt will start. Adventurous Power: Every adventurer has a unique power - familiar to
D&amp;D fans and Baldur's Gate such as Flurry of Blows, Eldritch Blast, &amp;amp; Magic Missile. City Level: There are only two levels: City and Catacombs. The City Level consists of Building and Street tiles and Catacombs made of Catacomb tiles. Some The street includes sewer grates that allow one-way movement to catacomb level. Stealing: During Haunt, an adventurer can steal items or omens if
they are going to give 2 or more points to their opponents. BBG has two levels of board games: City with Street &amp;amp; Building Tiles Tiles Catacomb with Catacomb tiles are all color-coded. Game Experience: I'll be honest, I'm really excited to play this game because it touches a lot of my gaming interests over the years. As I mentioned at first, BHH is my cult favorite, I have played D&amp;D since I
was 10 years old, and have played many Baldur Gate RPGs on computers and game consoles since high school. For BBG Haunt, the roll dice are equal to the number of Omen cards revealed and if the result is 6+, it starts. I will admit that the horror theme I love about BHH is gone, but it has been replaced with a fantasy element of D&amp;D and Baldur's Gate. Both fit into Betrayal at Baldur Gate and
now feel more like crawling in a basement, which is not a bad thing. Plus, if you are familiar with the BHH rules, then it will be easy to get this to the table quickly. The fantasy element also took me to one of the great positives in BBG, the adventurous power. This adds variation and replay value to the game that the BHH is missing. With different adventurous powers, I really want to try all 12 and see how
they play, good or bad. I'll warn you that most adventurous forces only come into play during Haunt because that's when the battle happens, and some adventurous forces seem lacking. One, in particular, is Hunter's Mark. This one can be a big disappointment because if you don't find, trade, or steal ranged items or omens, it seems less powerful. BBG is filled with Item, Omen, and Event cards filled with
familiar D&amp;D references. Another positive aspect is the powerful Dungeons and Dragons associated with the game. Certain Powers, Items, Events, Omens, and even Haunts flow with D&amp;D references classics such as Ravenloft, Deck of Many Things, and 10 Foot Pole. I've played BBG 7 times and nostalgic D&amp;D haven't ruled me out. The betrayal at Baldur's Gate comes with a total of 50
Haunts of varying quality, with some being quite disappointing. I won't spoil too much for you, but in some cases Haunt begins and all adventurers fight Troll or Umber Hulk and that's it; No traitors, no rules of traitors. Now, from the perspective of a fantasy basement crawl, that's what you'd expect. But from the game Betrayal, you want a little more. Final Thoughts: I honestly don't know if The Betrayal at
Baldur Gate will replace my copy of Betrayal in House on the Hill, but I have enjoyed my drama. I will most likely keep both in my collection. Like me, most of my gaming group loves the addition of power (even some boring) and the change to Betrayal at Baldur Gate is quite for most to master quickly, so teach minimal game. Plus, as a D&amp;D fan large, nostalgic factor alone is worth the shelf space.
Final Score: 4 Stars - Cooperative game, fun exploration that's fast and easy to learn &amp; easy to learn filled with D&amp;D nostalgia. Hits: • Adventurous power • D&amp;D Themes works well • Fast and easy to learn • High replay value Misses: • Some power seems to seem • Some Haunts are D&amp;D the less on Twitch - 29/09/2017 More info Confirmation Alert Betrayal at Baldur's Gate comes with
six miniatures, each standing for two of the game's 12 characters. Charlie Hall/Polygon On paper, The Betrayal at Baldur Gate sounds like a cynical exercise. Take Avalon Hill's cult classic Betrayal at House on the Hill, dressed for Dungeons &amp; fans Dragons and push out the door as quickly as possible. But, as it turns out, this new title is more of a proper sequel than a cash grab. It captures what made
the original game a hit, and rearranges it for a new audience. Unfortunately, Baldur's Gate still suffers from the same uneven playing experience as the original. You still have absolutely no idea what will happen when you sit down with your friends for the night. Sometimes, it can turn your game night into a disaster. Baldur Gate works almost exactly the same as House on the Hill. Players take on the role of
a previously created adventurer torn from the pages of the Player Handbook and readied in a tavern in the town of Baldur's Gate. Each has a set of statistics, including mental and physical abilities. Each player takes turns moving, randomly revealing new rooms from stacks of tiles. Of course, one of the reasons that House on the Hill is such an immersive board game is because it creates haunted houses,
room by room and floor by floor, for several hours. At the end of the night, players have a trustworthy floor plan placed in front of them. Baldur Gate is less effective at this, mixing street scenes and interior scenes seems at random the result is something much more artificial when all is said and done. Selection of game tiles. Many trigger unique events, and many of them provide inspiration for some unique
end-game ghosts. Charlie Hall/Polygon Where Baldur's Gate shines with his character. You get 12 of them out of the box, and each feels unique thanks to its strong nature or advantages. Avrixis Mizzrym, a sleepy ranger, can use his hunter's mark ability to increase his attacks, while Aldan Pyrite, a dwarf fighter, can take bullets for his comrades if they stand on the same tiles. This is a great implementation
of the D&amp;D theme, and contributes to some interesting opportunities at the table. Just like in House on the Hill, players end up triggering ghosts. Depending on which card has been drawn and what location player was at the time, there are fully 50 different scenarios that can be played. One player takes a separate rulebook, called Tome Traitor, and leaves the room to read from a new set of rules.
Then, they return to the room and the game changes from cooperative adversarial. Maybe the traitor has become possessed by the devil, or turned into a monster. Maybe they're trapped inside an arcane device or sneaking into an alternate plane of existence. Each ghost is truly unique, and very very of them feel like a straight rip-off of the original game. But, just like in House on the Hill, ghosts can also be
spectacularly sideways. Charlie Hall / Polygon The first time I run a game at home I happen to be a traitor to be a player with a strong inventory of stuff. They are also blessed with a very generous set of new abilities thanks to that haunting special rule. They are, in effect, undefeated but lack the offensive power to fight. Other players at the table spent the next three hours in a futile attempt to bring them
down before they decided to call it quits for the night. The second time I ran the game, the ghost triggered about an hour and a half into the play session. The rules for traitors are complicated, as are the rules for the remaining players. After a solid 20-minute strategy session, the group came out of their separate angles... and end the game in about 30 seconds with an equivalent headshot. That's just how
the Betrayal franchise works, though. The other two matches I played finally felt fair and concise. The quality of the components here is top notch. The original House on the Hill is famous for its poorly painted miniatures and damaged character cards. This time, very detailed miniatures and plastic clips are included to track the statistics of players doing their job. Overall, this is an excellent purchase at $50.
You will be hard pressed to find other games with more replayability. Just have a backup game ready, and prepare new players in advance that things may not always go as planned. Pre-orders began to be shipped on October 6, the same day it landed in retail. Retail.
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